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The purpose of the discipline: formation of students' high
A brief
description of principles of spirituality, morality and medical deontological
approaches in the future profession of a doctor, understanding
the subject
of the place and role of medical deontology in the complex
treatment, rehabilitation, diagnosis and prevention of diseases.
The tasks: to teach students the peculiarities of the
relationship between the doctor and the patient; relationships
within the professional dentists' group; relationships of
dentists with other groups of medical specialists; property and
profit relations in the dental practice; attitudes to the new
scientific achievements and criteria of their use in dental
practice; drugs market relations; aesthetic standards of dental
care; the dentists' attitude to social and natural factors which
affect the state of their patients health; principles of separation
of this professional group in society; attitude to power and
laws, operating in this society; the moral status of the patient
in relation to his health and doctor's recommendations.
The results of the discipline study.
As a result of studying the discipline "Deontology in
medicine" the students of the Faculty of Dentistry study key
issues of legal and ethical aspects of medical doctor's activity;
ethical laws and positions in medicine; people rights in the
health care system; the importance of the doctor's professional
morality in modern society; morally- ethical and legal aspects
of regulating of the medical employees activities; medical
offenses, professional crimes and responsibility for them;
official documents which control the doctor's work; moral and
legal aspects of clinical experiments and research; moral and
legal, medical and legal aspects of euthanasia; suicide
prevention cases; the Ethical Doctor's Code of Ukraine, to
form the ability to communicate with the patient with
understanding and compassion; to form proper professional
relations of the future dentist in the team and in
communication with patients both during training and in the
implementation of medical, scientific, research and other
activities; to keep medical secrecy and fidelity to the
Hippocratic Oath; to use the knowledges of deontology and
medical ethics in dentist's professional activity.

Providing the
general and
professional
competencies

GC 1 Ability to abstract thinking, existence and synthesis.
GC 2 The knowledge and understanding of the subject's
development and professional activity.
GC 3 Ensuring the knowledge in practice.
GC 4 The ability to communicate in the state language both in
speaking and writing ways.
GC 5 The ability to speak English.
GC 6 Skills of using the information and communication
technologies.
GC 7 The ability to the information search, using and analysis
from various sources.
GC 8 The ability to adapt and act in a new situation.
GC 9 The ability to identify, pose and solve problems.
GC 10 The ability to be critical and self-critical.
GC 11 The ability to team work.
GC 15 The ability to preserve and increase moral, cultural,
scientific values and achievements of society, based on
understanding the history and the subject regularity and
development, its place in the general system of knowledge
about nature and society and in development of society,
machinery and technology, use different types and forms of
motor activity for the active rest and lead a healthy lifestyle.
SC 5 The ability to design the process of the medical care
providing: to identify approaches, plan, types and principles
of treatment the organs and tissues diseases of the oral cavity
and jaw area.
SC 14 The ability to do good medical records.
SC 15 The state, social and medical information processing.

